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Spiritual Progression 

With a name like Perihelion one would think that Al Jewer & Andy 

Mitran’s latest effort would be all space music, but not so. It is spatial 

however. And ambient, and mindful, and New Age. And it is also the 

collaboration among Jewer & Mitran and more than a dozen musicians 

and singers. This album is an outstanding example of music that has the 

ability to cause us to think and feel in new and different ways. Note the 

term “mindful” because you are going to be seeing and hearing more 

about it in the future. Everyone’s future. It is an awareness of the now, a consciousness of what 

is going on around you, and your interaction within that moment. Perihelion certainly provides a 

sense of mindfulness.  

When a planet, such as ours, is at a point in its orbit when it is closest to the sun, that is its 

perihelion. The album is subtitled …the turning point. That has a lot significance attached to it 

in our perplexing world. Have we reached mid-point in our existence? Or are we beyond that 

time. Maybe the answers are in the music. Perihelion is fourteen tracks of world, ambient, and 

New Age music created by more than fourteen skilled artisans. The proof is in the music. For the 

record, Andy is the piano player and percussionist and Al is the flutist. 

The opening track is Gathering Heart with hang drum, flute and stylized bass by Erik Scott. 

The energetic music suggest a beginning, or a new chapter, a starting point. Many are afraid to 

take that first step, but consider; life is full of risks. A little preparation mixed with a modicum of 

hope will be a fine start to any journey. Welcome to parts unknown.  

Well-known songstress Miriam Stockley and the Mitran Chorus, Andy, Annie and Louise are in 

the lead on the tune Eternal with its mixed harmonies and warm flute refrain. It is a favorite 

among the many. What Al and Andy’s tune offers us is the sense that there is much more after 

than before. The soul is eternal, so death is a rite of passage. Bouzouki courtesy of Richard 

Gannaway of AO Music fame.  

There is a lot of musical motion on the song Awakening. The journey continues as we look for 

more on our side of the sun-drenched planet. The jaunty music escorts you into the future and 

isn’t that just what you hoped for? Like all of the tunes on the album, the compositions have a 

comforting outlook as if to say, “This music is a welcomed companion.” 

The title tune Perihelion is a juncture where we are closest to the goal without danger. This is an 

ambient tune of the finest kind. Violin by Bill Blumfumgagnge, whose instrument happens to 

sound like a Chinese erhu resonating somewhere in deep space, adds an exotic twist.  

Dual flutes appear on Welcoming Light. Al is one side and Sherry Finzer on the other with 

flutes complementing all sides. The track has a wonderful warmth to it, a brilliance in which you 



can aurally bathe. I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the terrific bass throughout the album by 

Erik Scott and Bob Lizik that keeps the flow going.   

Sacred Space has Native American flute by Al Jewer, electric guitar by Michelle Qureshi, cello 

by Ian Maksin and keyboard and percussion by Andy Mitran. It turns out to be a wonderful 

marriage of acoustic and electronic, creating a place of peace and harmony. Find your center 

here. 

Finally, the last track is called Full Circle and quite apropos. We have journeyed around and 

quite possibly beyond the sun, felt its enormous power, immersed in it, and returned as new 

spirits. Since we are changed beings, we can take the same journey, but now we are different. 

Better. Stronger. Andy Mitran & Al Jewer’s music has guided us and facilitated this very 

personal odyssey and we cannot wait to go again. For chilling, meditating, maybe even healing, 

this music is excellent.  

- R J Lannan, Artisan Music Reviews 


